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Test Name : TEST 27 - Indian Polity(ENGLISH) Total Questions : 100
Difficulty Level : Medium Total Marks : 200.00
Test Type : Free Duration : 120.00 mins

Instruction :
Please read the instructions carefully

The total duration of examination is 120 minutes.1.
Right Answer carries 2 marks and 1/3rd is negative marking in case of the wrong answer.2.
The clock will be set at the server. The countdown timer in the top right corner of the screen will3.
display the remaining time available for you to complete the examination. When the timer
reaches zero, the examination will end by itself. You will not be required to end or submit your
examination.
The test contains 100 questions. Each item is given in the language of your preference (Hindi or4.
English)
A test can be given only once5.
In case you feel there is more than one correct response, mark the response, which you consider6.
the best.
All questions carry equal marks i.e. 2 marks each question7.
You can always go back and change your answer before submitting the test. However, this is not8.
possible in the actual UPSC preliminary exam.
Irrespective of how many answers you have marked, the test will automatically close in 2 hours9.
and you will get your score based on the responses marked till then
There are 4 alternatives for each question. For each wrong answer given, one-third of the marks10.
assigned to that question will be deducted as penalty
The Question Palette displayed on the right side of the screen will show the status of each11.
question using one of the following symbols:

 You have not visited the question yet.

 You have not answered the question.

 You have answered the question.

 You have NOT answered the question, but have marked the question for review.

 You have answered the question, but marked it for review.
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Q.1 With reference to MILAN naval exercise, consider the following statements
1. In 1995, ‘MILAN' was first held in Italian waters
2. MILAN is considered as an ice breaker naval deal between India and Italy
Choose the correct option
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : D,

Solution :

Milan is a eight-day mega naval exercise with an aim to expand regional cooperation and
combat unlawful activities in critical sea lanes. The exercise is being hosted by the Indian Navy
under the aegis of the Andaman and Nicobar Command.

Q.2 With reference to MILAN naval exercise, consider the following statements
1. It aims to expand regional cooperation and combat unlawful activities in critical sea lanes.
2. The exercise is being hosted by the Indian Navy under the aegis of the Lakshadweep
Command.
Choose the correct option
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : A,

Solution :

Milan is a eight-day mega naval exercise with an aim to expand regional cooperation and
combat unlawful activities in critical sea lanes. The exercise is being hosted by the Indian Navy
under the aegis of the Andaman and Nicobar Command.

Q.3 With reference to MILAN naval exercise, consider the following statements
1. ‘Milan' was first held in 1995 with the participation of five navies.
2. It is an annual exercise
3. It aims of to build an effective forum to discuss common concerns in the Indian Ocean
Region.
4. The exercise is being hosted by the Indian Navy under the aegis of the Andaman and Nicobar
Command.
Choose the correct options
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 1, 3 and 4 only
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C. 2, 3 and 4 only
D. All of the above

Answer : B,

Solution :

Milan is a eight-day mega naval exercise with an aim to expand regional cooperation and
combat unlawful activities in critical sea lanes. The exercise is being hosted by the Indian Navy
under the aegis of the Andaman and Nicobar Command. It is a biennial exercise that will host
navies from 16 countries. ‘Milan' was first held in 1995 with the participation of five navies. The
aim of the initiative was to have an effective forum to discuss common concerns in the Indian
Ocean Region and forge deeper cooperation among friendly navies.

Q.4 With reference to Daman and Diu, consider the following statements
1. It liberated from French rule in 1961
2. After Liberation it became a part of the U.T. of Goa, Daman and Diu.
Choose the correct option
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : B,

Solution :

Union Territory of Daman and Diu comprises two districts namely Daman and Diu. After
Liberation on 1961 from Portuguese Rule Daman and Diu became a part of the U.T. of Goa,
Daman and Diu. Union territory of Daman and Diu came into existence on 1987 with Goa
attaining the statehood.

Q.5 With reference to Daman and Diu, consider the following statements and choose the correct
option
A. A ship coming out of the Gulf of Kutch will find Diu in the Northern side and Daman in the

Southern side
B. A ship coming out of the Gulf of Kutch will find Diu in the Southern side and Daman in the

Northern side
C. A ship coming out of the Gulf of Khambhat will find Diu in the Eastern side and Daman in the

Western side
D. A ship coming out of the Gulf of Khambhat will find Diu in the Western Side and Daman in

the Eastern side

Answer : D,
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Solution :

The Gulf of Khambhat, also known as the Gulf of Cambay, is a bay on the Arabian Sea coast of
India, bordering the state of Gujarat. It is a trumpet-shaped gulf of the Arabian Sea, indenting
northward the coast of Gujarat state, western India, between Mumbai (Bombay) and the
Kathiawar Peninsula. It is 120 miles (190 km) wide at its mouth between Diu and Daman, but it
rapidly narrows to 15 miles (24 km). Hence when a ship is coming out of this gulf will find Diu in
the Western Side and Daman in the Eastern side.

Q.6 Consider the recently announced GOBAR Dhan initiative
1. This initiative will be piloted by Swachh Bharat Mission-Gramin
2. It aims to convert cattle dung and other organic waste to compost, biogas and even larger
scale bio-CNG units.
3. One of its objective is to make urban roads free of cattle
Choose the correct option
A. 1 and 3
B. 2 and 3
C. 1 and 2
D. All of the above

Answer : C,

Solution :

During the budget, the finance minister announced the launch of “GOBAR-Dhan” (Galvanising
Organic Bio-Agro Resources-Dhan). Objectives of GOBAR Dhan initiative are to make villages
clean and generate wealth and to generate energy from cattle and other waste. The GOBAR-
Dhan initiative is expected to convert cattle dung and other organic waste to compost, biogas
and even larger scale bio-CNG units. The Swachh Bharat Mission-Gramin will pilot this initiative.

Q.7 Identify the priority programmes for PM’s Awards for Excellence in Public Administration, 2018
from the below given list
1. Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana
2. Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana
3. Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana
4. Deen Dayal Upadhayay Grameen Kaushalya Yojana (DDUGKY)
Choose the correct option
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2, 3 and 4 only
C. 1 and 4 only
D. 1, 3 and 4 only

Answer : C,

Solution :
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Government of India has instituted the scheme to acknowledge, recognize and reward the
extraordinary and innovative work done by Districts / organizations of the Central and State
Governments. The 4 priority programmes identified for the awards this year are 1) Pradhan
Mantri Fasal Bima Yojana, 2) Promoting Digital Payments 3) Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana -
Urban & Rural, 4) Deen Dayal Upadhayay Grameen Kaushalya Yojana (DDUGKY).

Q.8 With reference to light transport aircraft SARAS , consider the following statement:
1. It is a French aircraft build in India under Make in India initiative
2. The design and development of the aircraft is being done by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited.
3. Its only utility is for transporting people
Choose the correct option
A. 1 and 3
B. 1 and 2
C. 2 and 3
D. None of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :

SARAS is India’s indigenous light transport aircraft. The design and development of the aircraft
is being done by CSIR-National Aerospace Laboratories, NAL. Hindustan Aeronautics Limited,
HAL has been identified as the production agency for the military version of SARAS. It can be
used for variety of applications like air taxi, aerial search/survey, executive transport, disaster
management, border patrol, coast guard, ambulance and other community services.

Q.9 With reference to Operation Greens, consider the following statement
1. Main objective of the project is to reduce price volatility in agri commodities such as
vegetables.
2. Operation Greens aims to promote farmer producers organizations, agri-logistics, processing
facilities and professional management.
Choose the correct option
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : C,

Solution :

Finance Minister Arun Jaitley proposed to launch Operation Greens in his speech while
presenting the Union Budget 2018-19 in Lok Sabha. Operation Greens aims to promote farmer
producers organisations, agri-logistics, processing facilities and professional management. The
operation aims to aid farmers and help control and limit the erratic fluctuations in the prices of
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onions, potatoes and tomatoes.

Q.10 With reference to Operation Greens, consider the following statement
1. The idea behind this mission is to double the income of farmers by the end of 2022.
2. Income generated from Operation Greens are not eligible for tax incentives
3. It is essentially a price fixation scheme that aims to ensure farmers are given the right price
for their produce.
Choose the correct option
A. 2 only
B. 1 and 3
C. 3 only
D. 1, 2 and 3

Answer : B,

Solution :

Finance Minister Arun Jaitley proposed to launch Operation Greens in his speech while
presenting the Union Budget 2018-19 in Lok Sabha. “My Government proposes to launch an
‘Operation Greens’ on the lines of ‘Operation Flood’. ‘Operation Greens’ shall promote Farmer
Producers Organizations (FPOs), agri-logistics, processing facilities and professional
management. I propose to allocate a sum of Rs 500 crore for this purpose,” Jaitley said. The
idea behind Operation Greens is to double the income of farmers by the end of 2022. Operation
is essentially a price fixation scheme that aims to ensure farmers are given the right price for
their produce. The MSP regulation has a key role to play here. The announcement to set
minimum support price of all kharif crops at 1.5 times the cost of production will increase the
farmers’ income and for consumers, tax incentives will be given under Operation Greens.

Q.11 With reference to Eravikulam National Park, consider the following statements:
1. The highest peak of peninsular India Mahendragiri is situated in this park
2. It is located in the Kannan Devan Hills of the Southern Western Ghats
3. Jarva indigenous people, who have traditionally been associated with the management of the
park.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2 only
C. 3 only
D. All of the above

Answer : B,

Solution :

Eravikulam National Park is located in the High Ranges (Kannan Devan Hills) of the Southern
Western Ghats in the Devikulam Taluk of Idukki District, Kerala State (Map 1A & IB) between
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10º 05′ – 10º 20′ N Latitude and 77º 0′ – 77º 10′ E Longitude. Manehdragiri lies on Eastern Ghats
and Jarva are indigenous people endemic to Andaman and Nicobar islands.

Q.12 Consider the following statements
1. Shola Forests are found in Eravikulam National Park
2. Neelakurunji plant blooms once every 12 years
Choose the correct option
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : C,

Solution :

The hill forests are locally known as Sholas. The term ‘shola’ is a corrupt form of the Tamil word
‘cholai’ borrowed and incorporated into forest typology. Eravikulam National Park is located in
the Kannan Devan Hills of the Southern Western Ghats in the Idukki District, Kerala State. Three
major types of plant communities found in the park are: Grasslands, Shrub Land and Shola
Forests. Neelakurunji ,a plant endemic to the Western Ghats, blooms once every 12 years is
found in this national park

Q.13 With reference to Mughal Prince Dara Shukoh, consider the following statements:
1. He was the eldest son of Emperor Shah Jahan and heir apparent to the Mughal throne.
2. He commissioned the translation of all the Upanishads from Sanskrit to Persian for Muslim
scholar to learn.
3. Dara Shukoh leaned towards Wahhabism.
Choose the correct option
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. 1, 2 and 3

Answer : A,

Solution :

An exhibition was conducted to showcase the forgotten Mughal Prince Dara Shukoh, at Indira
Gandhi National Centre for the Arts, in New Delhi. He was the eldest son of Emperor Shah Jahan
and heir apparent to the Mughal throne. The religious insight of the Mughal prince marks him
out from most other Mughal rulers. Dara Shukoh leaned towards the Chishti order of Sufism that
is known to have promoted tolerance. He commissioned the translation of all the Upanishads
from Sanskrit to Persian for Muslim scholar to learn.
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Q.14 Consider the following statements and identify the incorrect option.
A. India’s rank in Corruption Perception Index has improved
B. India is official global World Environment Day host for 2018
C. Battle of Samugarh was fought between Aurungzeb and Dara Shukoh
D. Main focus of World Environment Day 2018 is Plastic Polluiton

Answer : A,

Solution :

India’s rank on the Corruption Perception Index fell two notches to 81 in 2017 from 79 in 2016.
India will host the official global World Environment Day celebrations on June 5. The Theme of
this year Environmental day will be “Beat Plastic Pollution”. Prince Dara Shukoh was defeated
by Prince Aurangzeb in the battle of Samugarh.

Q.15 With reference to Sun, consider the following statements:
1. Sunspots are regions where the solar magnetic field is very weak.
2. On an average solar cycle lasts for 111 years.
Choose the correct option
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : D,

Solution :

The amount of magnetic flux that rises up to the Sun's surface varies with time in a cycle called
the solar cycle, which lasts 11 years on average. This cycle is sometimes referred to as the
sunspot cycle. Sunspots are regions where the solar magnetic field is very strong.

Q.16 With reference to Lokpal and Lokayuktas Act (Amendment) Bill, 2014, consider the following
statement:
1. Prime Minister of India falls under the jurisdiction of Lokpal
2. Lokpal can conduct inquiry related to corruption on former Primer Minister
3. Council of Ministers are out of the jurisdiction of Lokpal
Choose the correct option
A. 1 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and 2 only
D. 1, 2 and 3

Answer : C,
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Solution :

The Lokpal and Lokayuktas Act (Amendment) Bill, 2014, which has remained stuck in
bureaucrats' files since it was passed by Parliament four years ago, had clearly outlined that the
"Lokpal shall inquire or cause an inquiry to be conducted into any matter involved in, or arising
from, or connected with, any allegation of corruption made in a complaint in respect of any
person who is or has been a prime minister." Anti-corruption authority Lokpal, that would have
powers to probe into allegations of corruption against the prime minister and his council of
ministers, besides top public servants.

Q.17 Recently, Botanical Survey of India have identified a new plant species called Drypetes kalamii.
This floral species is found in which national parks of India?
1. Jim Corbett National Park
2. Buxa National Park
3. Manas National Park
4. Jaldapara National Park
Choose the correct option
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 3 and 4 only
C. 2 and 4 only
D. All of the above

Answer : C,

Solution :

Scientists from the Botanical Survey of India have identified a new plant species from two
protected National Parks Buxa and Jaldapara in West Bengal. Named Drypetes kalamii, it is a
small shrub found to be shorter version of its close relative Drypetes ellisii.This adds to the rich
floral wealth of India.

Q.18 With reference to Drypetes kalamii, consider the following statement:
1. The plant is named after former President Abdul Kalam
2. The plant is found in the wet, shaded areas of subtropical, moist semi-evergreen forests.
3. It is a small shrub found to be shorter version of its close relative Drypetesellisii.
Choose the correct option
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. All of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :
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The new species is a close relative of a medicinal plant known in Sanskrit as Putrajivah”, says Dr
K. Karthigeyan, scientist at BSI and corresponding author of the work. “NASA had recently
named a new bacterium after Dr Kalam, and we also chose his name as he is a big inspiration
for students and young researchers,” adds Dr Karthigeyan. The new species is found in wet,
shaded areas of subtropical moist semi-evergreen forests, at a height ranging 50-100 metres.
Named Drypetes kalamii, it is a small shrub found to be shorter version of its close relative
Drypetes ellisii.

Q.19 Recently, Rustom 2 drone was in news. Consider the below given statements with reference to
it.
1. It is a drone jointly developed by India and Iran
2. It is developed on the lines of predator drones of the US
Choose the correct option
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : B,

Solution :

The UAV has been designed and developed by Aeronautical Development Establishment (ADE)
of the DRDO, and aerospace major Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd and Bharat Electronics Ltd are its
production partners. Rustom 2 is being developed on the lines of predator drones of the US to
carry out surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) roles for the armed forces with an endurance of
24 hours.

Q.20 Consider the below given statements with reference to Rustom 2
1. It is a medium-altitude long-endurance unmanned aerial vehicle
2. Its main role is to carry out surveillance and reconnaissance missions for armed forces
3. It can carry out surgical strikes on terror launch pad without coming into radars.
Choose the correct options
A. 1 only
B. 3 only
C. 1 and 2 only
D. 1, 2 and 3

Answer : C,

Solution :

India's premier defence research institute DRDO carried out "successful" test flight of its
Rustom 2 drone, a medium-altitude long-endurance unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), at
Chalakere in Karnataka's Chitradurga district. Rustom 2 is being developed on the lines of
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predator drones of the US to carry out surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) roles for the armed
forces with an endurance of 24 hours.

Q.21 With reference to Copenhagen Pledge, which of the following statements is/are correct?
I. It outlined a goal of providing $100bn a year by 2020
II. It is an accord reached between US, China, India, Brazil and South Africa
Select the correct answer using the code given below
A. I only
B. II only
C. Both I and II
D. Neither I nor II

Answer : C,

Solution :

The Accord, reached between the US, China, India, Brazil and South Africa, contains no
reference to a legally binding agreement, as some developing countries and climate activists
wanted. The deal promises to deliver $30bn (£18.5bn) of aid for developing nations over the
next three years. It outlines a goal of providing $100bn a year by 2020 to help poor countries
cope with the impacts of climate change.

Q.22 The main objectives of Kisan Urja Suraksha evam Utthaan Mahabhiyan (KUSUM) is/are
I. Boost farmers’ income as they can sell additional power
II. Building 10,000 MW solar plants on barren lands
III. Promoting solar farming
Select the correct answer using the code given below
A. I and III only
B. II only
C. II and III only
D. I, II and III

Answer : D,

Solution :

The Union Government has announced Rs.1.4 lakh-crore Kisan Urja Suraksha evam Utthaan
Mahaabhiyan (KUSUM) scheme for promoting solar farming i.e. decentralised solar power
production of up to 28,250 MW to help farmers. KUSUM scheme will start with building 10,000
MW solar plants on barren lands and providing 1.75 million off-grid agricultural solar pumps. It
will provide extra income to farmers, by giving them an option to sell additional power to grid
through solar power projects set up on their barren lands.

Q.23 Consider the following
1. Coral reefs could start to dissolve before the turn of the century
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2. Acidification of oceans is not a risk for coral reefs
3. Coral reefs face risks only from ocean temperature and pollution
Choose the incorrect statement/s
A. 1 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. All of the above

Answer : A,

Solution :

Coral reefs could start to dissolve before 2100 as man-made climate change drives acidification
of the oceans, scientists have said. Acidification will threaten sediments that are building blocks
for reefs. Corals already face risks from ocean temperatures, pollution and overfishing.

Q.24 With reference to TAPI pipeline, which of the following statements is/are correct?
I. It is also known as Trans-Afghanistan Pipeline
II. New Development Bank is fund provider of the project
III. Approximate length of this pipeline is 1840 km.
A. I only
B. II only
C. II and III only
D. I and III only

Answer : D,

Solution :

India seems to be finally looking at the proposed $15-billion TAPI
(Turkmenistan–Afghanistan–Pakistan–India) Pipeline, also called Trans-Afghanistan Pipeline with
more interest now than ever before. The pipeline originates from Turkmenistan’s Galkynysh
field having gas reserves of 16 trillion cubic feet. The project is being funded by the Asian
Development Bank (ADB). The quartet aims to complete the 1,840-kilometre (1,143-mile)
pipeline and begin pumping natural gas from Turkmenistan’s giant Galkynysh gas field by the
beginning of 2020.

Q.25 Consider the following statements on recently released “Every Child Alive”
i. It is a report released by UNICEF
ii. It reports Neonatal Mortality Rates (NMR)
iii. India is ranked 12th best performing country
Choose the correct option
A. I and II only
B. II and III only
C. I, II and III only
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D. None of the above

Answer : A,

Solution :

A new country-wise ranking of neonatal mortality rates — the number of babies dying in their
first month for every thousand live births — gives India cause for both hope and shame. Shame,
because the report, produced by the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), ranks India
behind poorer countries such as Bangladesh, Nepal and Rwanda. India ranks 12th among 52
low-middle income countries having the highest infant mortality rates. Neonatal mortality rate
is recorded at 25.4 deaths per 1,000 live births in India in 2016.

Q.26 Arrange the below given SAARC nations in descending order, as per their performance in
recently released “Every Child Alive” by UNICEF
I. Nepal
II. Bangladesh
III. India
IV. Sri Lanka
Choose the correct option
A. I, II, III and IV
B. III, I, II and IV
C. IV, III, I and II
D. I, II, IV and III

Answer : D,

Solution :

India saw the 31st highest newborn-mortality rate, at 25.4 deaths per 1000 in 2016, while
Pakistan had the highest. India ranks 12th among 52 low-middle income countries having the
highest infant mortality rates. Neonatal mortality rate is recorded at 25.4 deaths per 1,000 live
births in India in 2016. A small mortality rate can translate to numerous deaths when the birth-
rate is high. It thus translates to death of over six lakh children within the first month of their
birth in India in 2016. Worryingly, this is more than any other country. With this, India is ranked
below Sri Lanka (127), Bangladesh (54), Nepal (50) and Bhutan (60). Global - Globally, 2.6
million children died in the first month of life in 2016.

Q.27 Identify the incorrect statement from the below given options, to reduce Neonatal deaths in
India.
A. A piece of cloth to keep a baby warm is one of the critical products
B. Encouraging breast feeding is a good measure to save newly born babies.
C. Feeding fortified meals to newly born is critical for its survival.
D. Institutional deliveries are must for countering delivery related complexities.
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Answer : C,

Solution :

How can we chip away at this staggering number? The report, “Every Child Alive” by UNICEF,
points out that the most powerful solutions are not necessarily the most expensive. The 10
critical products that hospitals must stock to save newborns include a piece of cloth to keep a
baby warm and close to the mother to encourage breastfeeding. The list also includes
antibiotics and disinfectants, the use of which can stave off killers like sepsis and meningitis.
But other solutions will need greater investment. The biggest cause of death is premature birth,
while the second is complications like asphyxia during delivery. Preventing these would mean
paying attention to the mother’s health during pregnancy and ensuring she delivers in a
hospital attended by trained doctors or midwives. India has programmes such as the Janani
Suraksha Yojana for this, but must expand its reach in laggard States like Uttar Pradesh and
Madhya Pradesh. Then there are factors outside the healthcare system, like female literacy
rates, that make a big difference to healthcare-seeking behaviour. But changes in education
levels will come slowly. For the first 6 months, newly born babies should not be fed with any
solid food apart from mother’s milk.

Q.28 Consider the following statements
I. Transparency International is a Berlin-based non-government organization.
II. Corruption Perception Index is report released by Transparency International
III. India is a worst regional offender of press freedom in Asia Pacific
Choose the correct option
A. I and II
B. II and III
C. I and III
D. All of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :

India is a worst regional offender of press freedom in Asia Pacific, according to Corruption
Perception Index. Transparency International finds crackdowns on NGOs and media are
associated with higher levels of corruption in the world. On average, every week at least one
journalist is killed in a country that is highly corrupt. The analysis by Transparency International
showed that in the last six years, more than 9 out of 10 journalists were killed in countries that
score 45 or less on the Corruption Perceptions Index. Transparency International is a Berlin-
based non-government organization.

Q.29 Echidnas was recently in news, consider below given statements related with it.
I. It is one of the world’s oldest surviving mammals.
II. They are egg-laying mammals.
III. Short-beaked echidna found only in Australia and Papua Guinea is threatened.
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Choose the correct option
A. I and II
B. II and III
C. I and III
D. All of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :

They may be one of the world’s oldest surviving mammals — around for at least 25m years —
but scientists don’t know much about echidnas. Now researchers believe the remaining
Australian population may be threatened. The short-beaked echidna is found only in Australia
and Papua New Guinea. In 2015 the Kangaroo Island echidna, a once significant subspecies,
was listed as endangered. While the remaining population is listed as “least concern”,
researchers question the listing. The main threats to echidnas are land clearing and habitat
loss. Like their mammalian cousins the platypus, echidnas lay eggs but keep their young —
puggles — in the mother’s pouch.

Q.30 The term “Biodiversity Hotspots” was coined by which biologist?
A. Norman Myers
B. Gaylord Nelson
C. John Muir
D. Julia “ Butterfly” Hill

Answer : A,

Solution :

The British biologist Norman Myers coined the term "biodiversity hotspot" in 1988 as a
biogeographic region characterized both by exceptional levels of plant endemism and by
serious levels of habitat loss.

Q.31 Identify the largest Wetland System of the world from the given below names.
A. Okavango (Botswana)
B. Everglades (USA)
C. Camargue (France)
D. Pantanal (South America)

Answer : D,

Solution :

The Pantanal is one of the largest and best preserved wetlands in the world, covering a total
area of 150,000km2. Its complex system of marshlands, floodplains, lagoons and
interconnected drainage lines is home to over 658 species of birds, 190 mammals, 50 reptiles,
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270 fish species and a truly outstanding 1,132 species of butterflies.

Q.32 Consider the following pairs
I. Kafue Flats Zimbabwe
II. Kakadu Wetlands Australia
III. Wasur National Park Indonesia
Which of the above given pairs is/are correctly matched
A. 1 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. 1, 2 and 3

Answer : B,

Solution :

Wasur National Park is a massive wetland region in the Indonesian province of Papua, on the
island of New Guinea. Kakadu National Park is a diverse park about half the size of Switzerland
located in the Northern Territory of Australia. The Kafue Flats are located in central Zambia
along the Kafue River.

Q.33 From the below given list of wetland, identify the world’s only rain-fed wetland.
A. Sundarbans
B. Kafue
C. Okavango
D. Everglades

Answer : D,

Solution :

The Everglades is one of the world's only rain-fed flooded grasslands on limestone and North
America's most extensive flooded grassland.

Q.34 With reference to Everglades wetlands of USA, which of the following statements is/are correct?
I. World's only rain-fed flooded grasslands
II. It is considered as one of nature's most efficient water treatment systems
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : C,

Solution :
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The Everglades is one of the world's only rain-fed flooded grasslands on limestone and North
America's most extensive flooded grassland. This wetland is one of nature's most efficient water
treatment systems where plants filter pollutants out of the slow-moving water, delivering
cleaner water to the Florida Bay, the Florida Keys, and nearby coral reefs.

Q.35 The place where Blue Nile and White Nile effect a confluence is
A. Khartoum
B. Cairo
C. Port Said
D. Alexandria

Answer : A,

Solution :

Its main tributaries—the White Nile and the Blue Nile—meet in Khartoum, Sudan, a rain-poor
city of nearly 2 million residents that relies on the Nile for irrigation.

Q.36 The air that descends on a rain-shadow desert is
A. Cold and dry
B. Warm and moist
C. Cold and moist
D. Warm and dry

Answer : D,

Solution :

A rain shadow is a dry area on the leeward side of a mountainous area (away from the wind).
The mountains block the passage of rain-producing weather systems and cast a "shadow" of
dryness behind them. Wind and moist air is drawn by the prevailing winds towards the top of
the mountains, where it condenses and precipitates before it crosses the top. The air, without
much moisture left, which is warm, advances across the mountains creating a drier side called
the "rain shadow".

Q.37 Sunda trench lies in which ocean?
A. Atlantic
B. Pacific
C. Indian
D. Antarctic

Answer : C,

Solution :

The Sunda Trench was the location where the faked wreckage of Flight 815 was discovered. It is
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the second deepest trench in the Indian Ocean and is located several hundred kilometers off of
the southern and western shores of Indonesia.

Q.38 Adam’s Bridge is situated on which strait?
A. Bering
B. Cook
C. Palk
D. Taiwan

Answer : C,

Solution :

Adam's Bridge also known as Rama's Bridge or Rama Setu is a chain of limestone shoals,
between Pamban Island, also known as Rameswaram Island, off the south-eastern coast of
Tamil Nadu, India, and Mannar Island, off the north-western coast of Sri Lanka. The bridge is 50
km (30 mi) long and separates the Gulf of Mannar (south-west) from the Palk Strait (northeast).

Q.39 Why do we have a leap year every four years?
A. The earth gets shifted out of orbit every 4 years
B. The speed of revolution slows every 4 years
C. The length of a year is not an integer number of days
D. It is a convention

Answer : C,

Solution :

Nearly every four years, we add an extra day to the calendar in the form of February 29, also
known as Leap Day. Put simply, these additional 24 hours are built into the calendar to ensure
that it stays in line with the Earth’s movement around the Sun. While the modern calendar
contains 365 days, the actual time it takes for Earth to orbit its star is slightly longer—roughly
365.2421 days. The difference might seem negligible, but over decades and centuries that
missing quarter of a day per year can add up. To ensure consistency with the true astronomical
year, it is necessary to periodically add in an extra day to make up the lost time and get the
calendar back in synch with the heavens.

Q.40 Identify correct statement keeping in mind the recently held World Sustainable Development
Summit.
A. It is a flagship programme under Paris Agreement and its recommendations are bounding

on developed countries only.
B. It is a flagship programme of The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI)
C. It is held by United Nations to ensure that member countries are taking necessary steps to

mitigate climate change effects.
D. None of the above
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Answer : B,

Solution :

TERI's annual flagship event, the Delhi Sustainable Development Summit (DSDS) has evolved to
the World Sustainable Development Summit (WSDS), a larger platform to cater to a global
community with a brand new development agenda. The WSDS attracts leadership, talent and
expertise to facilitate drafting policies for governments, and drawing consensus among the
various participating countries and institutions. The Summit is an epitome of track 2 diplomacy
providing an enabling atmosphere that encourages people-to-people dialogue; fosters
understanding; cooperation and collective action to achieve the goals of sustainable
development.

Q.41 Consider the below given statements and identify the correct one.
A. Organic farming is not suitable for hilly region
B. Tripura has been declared 100% organic state
C. Soybean occupies the top slot in organic exports
D. First Green Revolution of India was pure organic in nature

Answer : C,

Solution :

Organic soybean occupies the top slot in organic exports with 70% followed by food grains and
Bajra at 6%. Chemical fertilizers were used in First Green Revolution. Sikkim has been declared
100% organic state. Hilly region is suitable for organic farming.

Q.42 Consider “Ramalingaswami Re-entry Fellowship” and identify the correct statement/s.
I. It was conceived in the year 2006-07 to promote scientific research in India.
II. It encourages foreign research dropouts to re-start their research work in India.
III. It encourages Indian national scientists working abroad to return to the home country to
pursue their research interests.
A. I and II
B. II and III
C. I and III
D. None of the above

Answer : C,

Solution :

The Ramalingaswami Re-entry Fellowship was conceived in the year 2006-07 with the idea of
encouraging scientists (Indian Nationals) working outside the country and would like to return to
the home country to pursue their research interests in Modern Biology, Biotechnology, Life
Sciences and other related areas.
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Q.43 Identify the correct statement/s keeping in mind Ramalingaswami Re-entry Fellowship
I. Improving human resource is the principle aim of the scheme
II. This scheme encourages research in the field of Modern Biology, Biotechnology, Life
Sciences.
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : C,

Solution :

The Ramalingaswami Re-entry Fellowship was conceived in the year 2006-07 with the idea of
encouraging scientists (Indian Nationals) working outside the country and would like to return to
the home country to pursue their research interests in Modern Biology, Biotechnology, Life
Sciences and other related areas. The principal aim of the scheme is to improve the country’s
human resource capacity in life sciences, modern biology and biotechnology research – both in
terms of development, translation and diffusion by means of attracting young scientists settled
abroad.

Q.44 What are the issues that were addressed during recently held World Sustainable Development
Summit, 2018?
1. Combating land degradation
2. Effective waste management mechanisms to make cities free of landfills free
3. Combat air pollution effectively
4. Measures to increase resource and energy efficiency
5. Facilitate transition to clean energy and create financial mechanisms to enable effective
climate change mitigation
Choose the correct option
A. 1, 2, and 3
B. 2, 4, and 5
C. 3, 4 and 5
D. All of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :

WSDS is the flagship forum of The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI) and seeks to bring
together on a common platform, global leaders and thinkers in the fields of sustainable
development, energy and environment sectors. WSDS 2018 seeks to create action frameworks
to resolve some of the most urgent challenges facing developing economies in the backdrop of
climate change. The Summit addressed a wide variety of issues, including combating land
degradation, effective waste management mechanisms to make cities free of landfills free,
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combat air pollution effectively, measures to increase resource and energy efficiency, facilitate
transition to clean energy and create financial mechanisms to enable effective climate change
mitigation. The ‘Greenovation Exhibition’ at WSDS 2018 will showcase the latest technological
advancements to meet Sustainable Development Goals.

Q.45 Consider the following statements
1. Krill is a key stone species in the Antarctic ecosystem.
2. Whales, seals and penguins are directly-indirectly dependent on Krill
3. Antarctic Ocean Sanctuary will be the 2nd largest protected area on earth
4. A vessel named Arctic Sunrise is conducting extensive research in the Antarctic region.
Choose the correct option
A. 1, 3 and 4
B. 1, 2 and 3
C. 2, 3, and 4
D. 1, 2 and 4

Answer : D,

Solution :

A Greenpeace research vessel, the Arctic Sunrise, is on a three-month voyage through the
waters of the Southern Ocean to document the effects of climate change, pollution and fishing
on native wildlife to build support for a proposed Antarctic Ocean Sanctuary. The sanctuary
would measure 1.8 million square kilometres (1.1 million square miles approx.), making it the
largest protected area on earth, and provide a safe haven for marine life from industrial fishing.
The area is the natural habitat of numerous whales, seals, penguins and many kinds of fish and
marine life. According to Greenpeace, the sanctuary is needed to put the area off limits to the
krill fishing industry which is looking to expand into the area. Krill is a keystone species in the
Antarctic ecosystem - most wildlife is either directly or indirectly dependent on it, including
penguins, whales and seals. Greenpeace says its proposed Antarctic Ocean Sanctuary in the
Weddell Sea has been submitted by the EU and backed by the German government to be taken
up at the next Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR)
in October of 2018 in Australia.

Q.46 Consider the following statements
1. International North-South Transport Corridor (INSTC) was conceived way back in 2000 by
India, Russia and Iran.
2. India has not yet ratified (INSTC)
Choose the correct option
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : A,
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Solution :

The ambitious INSTC project was conceived way back in September 2000 and later came into
force in the year 2002 after being ratified by the three countries i.e. India, Iran, and Russia.

Q.47 Consider the following statements on International North-South Transport Corridor (INSTC).
1. INSTC is seen as New Delhi’s answer to China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
2. It will help in cutting down transportation time by 30-40 percent between India to Moscow.
3. Bulgaria is a full member
4. INSTC was signed in New Delhi.
Choose the correct option
A. 1 and 2
B. 2 and 3
C. 3 and 4
D. 1 and 4

Answer : A,

Solution :

International North-South Transport Corridor (INSTC), is a multi modal transportation
established in 12 SEP 2000 in St. Petersburg, by Iran, Russia and India for the purpose of
promoting transportation cooperation among the Member States. This corridor connects India
Ocean and Persian Gulf to the Caspian Sea via Islamic republic of IRAN, then is connected to St.
Petersburg and North European via Russian Federation. The INSTC was expanded to include
eleven new members, namely: Republic of Azerbaijan, Republic of Armenia, Republic of
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Republic of Tajikistan, Republic of Turkey, Republic of Ukraine,
Republic of Belarus, Oman, Syria, Bulgaria (Observer). The INSTC is also being seen as New
Delhi’s answer to China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). China is not only India’s most powerful
neighbor in the region but its competitor as well in the economic arena. India’s ambition to
balance China will gain some traction with INSTC’s operationalization. Once fully
operationalized, INSTC will cut down the transportation costs of goods as well the transportation
time. While it currently takes more than 40 days for goods to travel from India to Russia, after
the opening of INSTC, transportation would be completed in less than 25 days, thereby cutting
down transportation time by 30-40 percent.

Q.48 From the below given options, identify a land locked country
A. Turkmenistan
B. Azerbaijan
C. Georgia
D. Armenia

Answer : D,

Solution :
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Armenia is a mountainous, landlocked country, on the South Eastern edge of Europe, and at the
gateway to the Middle East and Asia.

Q.49 Consider the following statements
1. India is the largest producer of banana in the world
2. Banana is a non-native fruit in India
3. It was introduced in India by Portuguese
4. Banana is widely grown only in coastal region of India
Choose the correct options
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. 3 and 4
D. All of the above

Answer : A,

Solution :

Banana and plantains major staple food crop for millions of people in tropical developing
countries, have a history of over 4000 years, dating back to 2020 BC. Banana is native of India
and is widely grown in tropical, sub-tropical, and coastal region of India. In the recent years,
there is a growing recognition of the importance of banana and plantains as household food,
nutritional security, as well as social security in many parts of the world. Today, banana is
cultivated in more than 130 countries across the world in 5.00 million hectare and yielding
103.63 million tonnes of banana and plantain (FAO, 2013). India is the largest producer of
banana in the world with 29.7 million tonnes from an area of 0.88 million hectares with a
productivity of 37 MT/ha.

Q.50 “Give It Up” campaign will have positive impact on
1. Health of rural India.
2. Environment.
3. Revenue of Local bodies.
4. Comforts of rural women.
Select the correct code
A. 1 only
B. 1, 3 only
C. 1, 2, 4 only
D. All of the above

Answer : C,

Solution :

None
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Q.51 Socio-demographic changes at source that are result of rural to urban migration in India.
1. Low sex-ratio.
2. Population pyramid will shrink at its base in years to come.
3. Feminization of workforce.
Select the correct code
A. 1, 2 only
B. 2, 3 only
C. 3only
D. All of the above

Answer : B,

Solution :

Rural to urban migration mainly constitutes of male so sex ratio goes down. Even migration
brings down

fertility rate so in future population pyramid will shrink.

Q.52 Recently ISRO PSLV-C23 placed satellites of foreign countries, these countries include
1. France
2. Germany
3. Italy
4. Malaysia
Select the correct code
A. 1, 2 only
B. 1, 3 only
C. 1, 2, 3 only
D. All of the above

Answer : A,

Solution :

Countries include France Germany Singapore and Canada

Q.53 Recently launched Pro-Active Governance and Timely Implementation (PRAGATI) platform
will give boost to the concept of
1. Cooperative federalism
2. Good Governance
3. Gender inclusiveness
Select the correct code
A. 1, 2 only
B. 2, 3 only
C. 1, 3 only
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D. All of the above

Answer : B,

Solution :

It is a platform aimed at addressing grievances of common man. It has been rolled out to
ensure Good

Governance. It will develop a special apparatus in which states and Centre both contribute. No
special

mention has been made regarding gender inclusiveness but it will surely give women a voice
but not a

priority basis.

Q.54 Consider the statements regarding mitochondrial Donation Technique:
1. It involves addition of healthy mitochondria from donor women to an egg from other women
with defective mitochondria.
2. This technique prevents new born babies from heart failure and blindness only.
3. There are two different procedures used in mitochondrial donation technique –(a) Maternal
Spindle Transfer (b) Pronuclear Transfer technique
Select the correct code
A. 1 only
B. 1, 2 only
C. 1, 3 only
D. All of the above

Answer : C,

Solution :

It prevents new born babies from brain damage, muscle wasting, heart failure and blindness
due to

defective mitochondria.

http://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/health-and-families/health-news/threeparent-babies-wh
at-ismitochondrial-

donation-and-what-are-the-techniques-involved-10021567.html

Q.55 Recently a cyclonic storm named Ashobaa was in news. Consider the statements
1. It was developed over east central Bay of Bengal.
2. It was named by Srilanka as there is a system of naming storms developed in Northern India
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Ocean
On rotational basis..
3. It caused flood in eastern Oman.
Select the correct code
A. 2 only
B. 1, 2 only
C. 2, 3 only
D. All of the above

Answer : C,

Solution :

It was developed over east central Arabian Sea.

Q.56 Consider the statements
1. Cryogenic engine provides more thrust with each kg of propellant it uses.
2. Cryogenic engine uses liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen at very low temperature
3. Engine need low mass flow rate of both oxidizer and fuel to avoid explosion in combustion
chamber.
Select the correct code
A. 2 only
B. 1, 2 only
C. 2, 3 only
D. All of the above

Answer : B,

Solution :

Engine need high mass flow rate of both oxidizer and fuel to generate a sufficient thrust.
Independent

regulators are there to check thrust control.

Q.57 Consider the following statements with reference to hot and cold water
1. Cold water freezes faster than hot water
2. This phenomenon or effect is know as Mpemba Effect.
Select the correct code
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both
D. None

Answer : D,
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Solution :

http//www.iflscience.com/chemistry/hot-water-freezes-faster-cold-and-now-we-know

Q.58 Khadar soils are preferred over Bhangar soils for crop cultivation because
1. Khadar soil are composed of fine particles than that of Bhangar soil.
2. Bhangar soils lack in kankar nodules.
Choose the correct reason from the codes below.
A. 1 only.
B. 2 only.
C. Both.
D. none of the above.

Answer : A,

Solution :

Bhangar soils are rich in kankarie calcareous deposits like calcium carbonate.

Second statement is wrong and Bangar soils are rich in kankar nodules ie

calcareous deposits. Infactkankar deposits improves soil fertility.

Also that in Khader soils nutrients are renewed every year from flood waters

and thus more fertile than Bangar soils which is rarely replenished with

nutrients.

Q.59 Why are black soils treated with cement or hydrated lime during Roadways
and railways construction? Consider the reasons
1. To overcome problems of volume changes due to alternate expansion
and shrinkage of soils.
2. To prevent soil erosion during wet season.
3. To improve bearing capacity of the soil.
Choose the correct reason from the codes below.
A. 1, 2 only.
B. 2, 3 only.
C. 1, 3 only.
D. All the above.

Answer : D,

Solution :

The cement or lime treatment is being utilized for the following purposes:
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To provide a pavement foundation of marginally weaker in strength than that

of concrete pavement, but much improved strength than natural Black cotton

soil (BC soil).

To consolidate subgrades and base courses for concrete pavement in order to

make them resistant to volume changes and displacement or erosion in the

presence of moisture even under the rocking action of curled slabs, if any.

To overcome the susceptibility of foundations to volume change and to

increase their shearing resistance and bearing capacity.

Q.60 Although laterite soils are formed in regions with high rainfall and high
temperature, it requires good dosage of manures. What are the reasons?
1. Intense leaching because of high rainfall.
2. lack or less availability of humus.
Choose the correct code from the following
A. 1 only.
B. 2 only.
C. Both .
D. None of the above.

Answer : C,

Solution :

Intense leaching is caused by heavy rainfall which leaches silica and makes soil

a bit acidic.

High rainfall also inhibits humus formation with decreased bacterial activity.

Q.61 Left hand side is the region and right hand side is the major reason in that
region for soil degradation.
1. Odisha, Jharkhand --- deforestation and mining.
2. Rajasthan, Maharashtra --- over irrigation.
3. Punjab, Haryana --- overgrazing.
Which are correctly matched?
A. 1 only.
B. 1, 2 only.
C. All the above.
D. None of the above.
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Answer : A,

Solution :

Overgrazing is mainly the reason in the western India ie Rajasthan, Maharastra

while over irrigation is the major reason in the North Western India ie Punjab,

Haryana.

Q.62 Black soils are known for its fertility with little or no evidence of
exhaustion. This is because
1. Black soils with equal proportion of clay, gravel and coarse sand has high
moisture retention capacity.
2. Cracks developed during dry season allows oxygenation of the soils.
3. Black soil has low level of kankar thus supports wide variety of crops.
Choose the incorrect reason from the codes below
A. 1 Only.
B. 2, 3 only.
C. 1, 3 only.
D. All the above.

Answer : C,

Solution :

Black soil is mainly composed of clay , thus it has high moisture retention

capacity .

Black soils are in fact rich in kankarnodules which adds to the fertility of the

soil.

Q.63 Consider the statements regarding red and yellow soils.
1. Soil looks yellowish when iron diffused in the soil gets hydrated.
2. Red and yellow soils are mainly found in the deltaic regions especially in
the Eastern Indian coast.
3. Less fertile coarser soils are found in the uplands while fertile fine soils
occur in the low lying regions.
Which are the correct statements?
A. 1 only.
B. 1, 2 only.
C. 1, 3 only.
D. 2, 3 only.
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Answer : C,

Solution :

This type of soils get red colour when iron is diffused in the crystalline and

metamorphic rocks. The same soil turns yellow when the iron diffused gets

turned into hydrated form. These soils occur generally in the drier regions of

Eastern and Southern India and not in the deltaic regions.

Q.64 Consider the following statements regarding a particular soil
1. Found in the summits of Western Ghats, Eastern Ghats, Vindhyas,
Sathpuras and Malwa plateau.
2. Subjected to intense leaching and thus not fit for agriculture unless
manures and fertilizers are used.
3. It is the end product of weathering process and thus it is indefinitely
durable.
Which is the soil that is spoken about in the above statements?
A. Forest soil.
B. Mountain Soil.
C. Laterite soil.
D. Red soil.

Answer : C,

Solution :

Although first two statements ie 1 and 2 do comply with mountain soil and

forest soil, the third statement is unique for laterite soil.

Q.65 Consider the statements regarding salinization which is a one of the major
problem, reducing Indian agricultural productivity.
1. In drier regions, capillary action can lead to salt accumulation on the
surface of the land which is brought from the deep saline ground water
tables.
2. Irrigation can result in salinization of soils.
3. It can occur both naturally as well as artificially.
Choose the correct statements from the codes given below.
A. 1, 2 only.
B. 1, 3 only.
C. 2, 3only.
D. All the above.
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Answer : D,

Solution :

In drier regions wherever salt accumulation has occurred because of capillary

action, the salts are brought from the shallow depth where the saline ground

water table exists.

Salination can be caused by natural processes such as mineral weathering or by

the gradual withdrawal of an ocean. It can also come about though artificial

processes such as irrigation.

Salinity from irrigation can occur over time wherever irrigation is used, since

almost all water (even natural rainfall) contains some dissolved salts. When the

plants use the water, the salts are left behind in the soil and eventually begin to

accumulate.

Q.66 The soil salinization occurred due to irrigation is a concern in drier regions and not in humid
regions. Consider the following statements 1. In humid regions, there is enough precipitation to
leach (wash) the salts below the plant root zone. 2. In drier regions, higher temperature leads to
higher evapperature leads to higher evaporation of water
resulting into leaving behind of salt on the surface of the soil.
3. Soil salinization occurring due to irrigation can equally impact both
humid areas as well as drier areas.
Choose the correct statement from the code given below
A. 1, 2 only.
B. 1 only.
C. 2 only.
D. 3 only.

Answer : A,

Solution :

none

Q.67 Laterite soils and Forest soils are acidic in nature. What is the reason for
this?
A. High rainfalls leach away the cations into sub soil region.
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B. Trees and plants absorb the cations necessary for their development.
C. Cations are washed away along with running water and drained intosea/ocean.
D. None of the above reasons are correct.

Answer : A,

Solution :

Water from rain, flooding, or other sources seeps into the ground, during which irground water
supply. Thus, also causing ground water contamination.

Q.68 Consider the statements about adaptation in the animals leading a subterranean mode of life:
1. Digging organs for food
2. Special body contour to increase metabolism
3. Neck and pinnae are reduced to avoid obstruction in quick movement
 through the holes
Select the correct code:
A. 1 Only
B. 2 Only
C. 1 and 2 Only
D. 1 and 3

Answer : D,

Solution :

The body contour is cylindrical, spindle–shaped, or fusiform (e.g., earthworms,moles, badgers)
so as to reduce resistance in subterranean passage.

Q.69 Consider the statements regarding desert adaptation
1. Hygroscopic skin to absorb moisture
2. Large pinnae to function as efficient heat radiators
3. Impermeable skin
Select the correct code:
A. 1 Only
B. 1 and 2 Only
C. 1 and 3 Only
D. All of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :

none

Q.70 Consider the statements- Acid rain results into
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1. Deterioration of Forests
2. Destruction of Automotive coating.
3. Reduction of Photosynthetic rate
4. Increase methane emission from wetlands.
Select the correct code:
A. 1 and 2 Only
B. 1, 2 and 3 Only
C. 1, 3and 4 Only
D. All of the above

Answer : B,

Solution :

Wetland soils also contain sulfur-loving archaea, which are single-celled

organisms that use sulfur for energy production. They compete with the

methane producing microbes. In areas where there is a significant amount of

acid rain, scientists have shown that these sulfur archaea out-compete the

methane-producing microbes, thereby decreasing the methane output in these

areas significantly.

Q.71 Choose the right one about oil spill 1. It reduces Photosynthetic activities in water bodies. 2. It
results into killing of birds and mammals that die of hypothermia 3. Food web of water bodies
gets even more complex
Select the correct code:
A. 1 Only
B. 1, 2 Only
C. 1, 3 Only
D. All of the above

Answer : B,

Solution :

Oil spill can prove fatal for plant, animal and human life. The substance is so

toxic that it can cause massive loss of species (food web will get simplify) that

live in the sea. Oil spill penetrates into the plumage and fur of birds, breaks

down the insulating capabilities of feather which makes them heavier, disallow
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them to fly and kill them via poisoning or hypothermia.

http://www.conserve-energy-future.com/effects-of-oil-spills.php

Q.72 Out of initiatives given below which will prove to be factors having positive impact on menace
of global warming.
1. Eastern Dedicated Freight Corridor (DFC) Project 2. Digital India. 3. Campaign stressing on
use of LED bulbs 4. “Give up” campaign.
Select the correct code:
A. 1 and 2 Only
B. 1, 2 and 3 Only
C. 1, 3and 4 Only
D. All of the above

Answer : C,

Solution :

none

Q.73 What are the factors for extinction of wildlife throughout the world
1. Alteration of habitat.
2. Indroduction of foreign species.
3. Control of pests and predators.
4. Captive breeding
Select the correct code:
A. 1 and 2 Only
B. 1, 2 and 3 Only
C. 1, 3and 4 Only
D. All of the above

Answer : B,

Solution :

Predators or pests are important biotic components of the ecosystem. Natural predators make
the prey population stronger by removing weak members of the prey population but human
beings generally remove the strongest

specimens. Captive breeding is for conservation of troubled species ( a measure

to safeguard wildlife)

Q.74 Consider the statements:
1. Elephant Information Network (EIN) has enabled human-elephant
coexistence in southern India
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2. Recently, Dr. Pramod Patil was awarded for developing Elephant Information
Network (EIN)
Select the correct code:
A. 1 Only
B. 2 Only
C. Both
D. None

Answer : A,

Solution :

Dr. Pramod Patil was awarded for his work to protect great Indian bastard.

Q.75 Read the different terms given below and select one or more that
sequestrate the atmospheric green house gases:
1. Black Carbon
2. Brown Carbon
3. Blue Carbon
4. Green Carbon
Select the correct code:
A. 4 Only
B. 2 and 4 Only
C. All of the above
D. None

Answer : B,

Solution :

A wide range of techniques for carbon sequestration exist. These range from

ideas to remove CO2 from the atmosphere (carbon dioxide air capture), flue

gases (carbon capture and storage) and by preventing carbon in biomass from

re-entering the atmosphere, such as with Bio-energy with carbon capture and

storage (BECCS)

Black Carbon: - emitted mainly by high-temperature combustion processes

(diesel engines, etc.) give way to more green house effect

Brown Carbon: - emitted mainly by biomass combustion
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Green Carbon: - Carbon used by the plants for photosynthetic activities

Blue Carbons: - it refers to carbon that is held by coastal and marine vegetation

(it also includes carbon held by marine organism and sediments) give way to

more green house effect.

Q.76 Addition of iron particle to ocean will result into: 1. Increase in Marine Biological Productivity. 2.
Increase in carbon dioxide in atmosphere by degassing. 3. Decrease in Sea Surface
temperature.
Select the correct code:
A. 1and 3 Only
B. 2 and 3 Only
C. All of the above
D. 4 only

Answer : A,

Solution :

Addition of iron particles to sea or ocean results into growth of phytoplankton

as they prefer iron. Phytoplankton role in absorbing carbon dioxide from

atmosphere has been documented in various research works. Sea surface

temperature will fall as atmosphere will witness decrease in carbon dioxide in

atmosphere. Addition of iron particles is geo-engineering process. It has been

suggested by many experts to control the menace of global warming with other

ways like artificial trees, parasol etc.

Q.77 What is/are implicitly/explicitly related to wetland management? 1. Convention on biological
diversity (CBD). 2. Montreux Record. 3. Hyogo framework of action.
Select the correct code:
A. 1and 3 Only
B. 2 and 3 Only
C. All of the above
D. 4 only

Answer : C,

Solution :
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Hyogo framework of action is related to disaster risk management. It talks

about developing resilient ecosystem. Standing mangroves forests act as

resilient wall for tsunami. These forests have a complicated network of tree

arrangement that, to good extent help in resisting the entry of waves from

ocean.

http://www.ramsar.org/sites/default/files/documents/pdf/moc/CBDRamsar5thJWP_

2011-2020.pdf

Q.78 Indian Green Building Council (IGBC) New Green Buildings rating system
addresses green features under certain categories. What are they?
1. Site selection and planning
2. Innovation and Development
3. Water Conservation
4. Energy Efficiency
Select the correct order
A. 1 and 2
B. 2 and 3
C. 1, 3 and 4
D. All

Answer : D,

Solution :

Other categories include

Sustainable Architecture and Design

Building Materials and Resources

Indoor Environmental Quality

Q.79 Canary birds are used as early warning system in coal mines. What are the reasons for this? 1.
They are able to detect the presence of toxic gases like carbon monoxide. 2. Their breathing
rate is slow as compared to human that helps them to reach to the depth of mines
3. They have high metabolism
Select the correct code
A. Only 1
B. 2 and 3
C. 1 and 3
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D. All

Answer : C,

Solution :

Canary birds were recently relieved from being used as an early warning

system in coal mines. With the advent of a range of portable electronic toxic

gas detectors, the canaries are now set free and relieved from the dangerous

job that they had been doing in the coalmines of the Kothagudem region of

Singareni Collieries Company Ltd. With the company introducing state-of-theart

handheld gas detectors with sensors and alarm systems for deep

excavation, the birds are no longer called in to play the role of an early-warning

system for carbon monoxide and other toxic gases in the mines.

The reasons for their use was- The rapid breathing rate, small size and high

metabolism of the canaries make them die before miners do on inhaling toxic

gases. The men can then be quickly evacuated. The canaries used to be carried

in cages and miners had to look for distress signs in the birds.

Q.80 Consider the following with respect to Western Ghat and rainfall pattern along it
1. Karnataka receives more rainfall than Kerala and Maharashtra because of steep slopes and
continuous Mountains
2. The mountain topography in Karnataka is broader than the narrow topography of the Ghats
in Maharashtra and Kerala.
Select the incorrect statements
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both
D. None

Answer : A,

Solution :

There are several reasons for this. First, the mountain topography in Karnataka is broader than
the narrow topography of the Ghats in Maharashtra. Due to the
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greater width of the mountains, the rain bearing winds have to necessarily travel a longer
distance and have more time for the drops to coalesce and precipitate as rainfall, resulting in
higher rainfall. In contrast, the narrow width of the Ghats in Maharashtra allows the rain-bearing
wind to cross over to the leeward side rapidly before precipitation can occur. As for Kerala, the
Ghats there are in the form of isolated mountains, where the rain-bearing winds can easily cross
over to the leeward side through the gaps in between without precipitation occurring. Second,
the slope of the mountain has a direct bearing on the possibility of precipitation. This is borne
out by the Ghats of Karnataka where the mountains are gently sloping, compared to the steep
slopes of the Ghats in Maharashtra and Kerala. The air parcel will retain its energy and speed
for a longer time when the slope is gradual. This will provide sufficient vertical motion to cloud
droplets to grow by collision–coalescence process and hence form precipitation. Third, the
gentle slope provides a greater area for sunlight absorption and heating leading to greater
convection when compared with an abrupt slope i.e. less Ghat area such as that of the
Maharashtra and Kerala Ghats. Fourth, the continuous mountain range presents a greater
barrier to rainbearing

winds than a range comprising isolated mountains with gaps in between where the winds can
easily pass to the leeward side. Unlike in the case of Kerala, the Ghats in Maharashtra and
Karnataka are continuous.

Q.81 Which among the following has major content of carbon?
A. Soil
B. Forests
C. Ocean
D. Atmosphere

Answer : A,

Solution :

none

Q.82 Consider the statements regarding Biosequestration
1. Biosequestration is an artificial process that captures and stores the
atmospheric greenhouse gas carbon dioxide by biological processes.
2. Biosequestration is a natural process responsible for the formation of the
extensive coal and oil deposits which are now being burned.
Select the correct code
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both
D. None

Answer : B,
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Solution :

Biosequestration is the capture and storage of the atmospheric greenhouse

gas carbon dioxide by biological processes. (Natural)

Second statement is right.

Q.83 Consider the following statements
“A spaceship is out in interstellar space, far from all other objects and with all its rockets
turned off”. It can be said that-
1. There is no net external force on it
2. The acceleration of the spacecraft is zero
Select the correct statements
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both
D. None

Answer : C,

Solution :

Physics, class 11th- Chapter 5. First law of Motion

Q.84 Consider the following statements:
I. Lewis Acid is a substance that accepts electron pair.
II. An acid that dissociates completely in water is called a Strong Acid.
III. Ammonia is a colourless, pungent and strong base.
Which of the following statements are TRUE?
A. (i) only
B. (i) and (ii)
C. (ii)
D. (ii) and (iii)

Answer : B,

Solution :

Ammonia is a weak base due to its inability to completely ionise in solution.

Q.85 Match the following compounds/substances with their colour:
A. β-Carotene (1) Orange
B. Chromium(III) oxide (Cr2O3) (2) Green
C. Titanium dioxide (3) Dark Blue
D. Anthocyanin (4) White(a) (A-1) (B-4) (C-3) (D-2)(b) (A-3) (B-4) (C-2) (D-1)(c) (A-2) (B-1) (C-4)
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(D-3) (A-1) (B-2) (C-4) (D-3)

Answer : D,

Solution :

none

Q.86 Which of the following metals is used in most heating appliances?
A. Nichrome
B. Tin
C. Zinc
D. Tungsten

Answer : A,

Solution :

A common nichrome alloy is 80% nickel and 20% chromium, by mass, but there are many other
combinations of metals for various applications. Nichrome is consistently silvery-grey in colour,
is corrosion-resistant, and has a high melting point of about 1,400 °C (2,550 °F). Because of its
low cost of manufacture, strength, ductility, resistance to oxidation, stability at high
temperatures, and resistance to the flow of electrons, nichrome is widely used in electric
heating elements in applications such as hair dryers and heat guns.

The most common classes of materials used as resistance wire for heating include:

• Kanthal (FeCrAl) wires

• Nichrome 80/20 wire and strip

• Cupronickel (CuNi) alloys for low temperature heating

Q.87 Which of the following statements is/are FALSE:
(i) Petrol is more volatile than Diesel.
(ii) Both Petrol and Diesel engines use Spark Plug
(iii) Diesel is heavier than Petrol
A. (i) and (iii)
B. (ii) only
C. (ii) and (iii)
D. None

Answer : B,

Solution :
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Diesel engines, unlike petrol engines, do not use spark plugs to induce combustion. Instead,
they rely solely on compression to raise the temperature of the air to a point where the diesel
combusts spontaneously when introduced to the hot high pressure air. A glowplug is a heating
device used to aid starting diesel engines.

Q.88 The Proxima Centuari, the nearest star to the Sun, is a
A. Neutron Star
B. Bright Giant
C. Red Dwarf Star
D. Brown Dwarf

Answer : B,

Solution :

Proxima Centauri or Alpha Centauri C, is a red dwarf, a small low-mass star in the constellation
of Centaurus.

Alpha Centauri is the closest star system to the Solar System,. It consists of three stars: Alpha
Centauri A and Alpha Centauri B, which form the binary star Alpha Centauri AB, and a small and
faint red dwarf, Alpha Centauri C.

Q.89 Match the following compounds/substances with their colour:
A. Dachigam National Park (1) Kashmir Stag
B. Jaldapara National Park (2) Saltwater Crocodiles
C. Bhitarkanika National Park (3) Gharial
D. National Chambal Sanctuary (4) Indian Rhinoceros(a) (A-4) (B-3) (C-1) (D-2)(b) (A-1) (B-4)

(C-2) (D-3)(c) (A-2) (B-1) (C-3) (D-4) (A-2) (B-3) (C-1) (D-4)

Answer : B,

Solution :

None

Q.90 Match the following:
A. Ethylene Glycol (1) Paint Thinner
B. Acetone (2) Sweetener
C. Glycerol (3) Polyester Fibre
D. Acetic Acid (4) Pickling(a) (A-1) (B-3) (C-4) (D-2)(b) (A-4) (B-1) (C-2) (D-3)(c) (A-3) (B-1) (C-2)

(D-4) (A-4) (B-2) (C-1) (D-3)

Answer : C,

Solution :
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None

Q.91 Identify the CORRECT statement(s):
1. Thermal Conductivity of Gases increases with increase in temperature.
2. Heat transfer in Liquid takes place by convection.
3. The amount of heat flow through a body by conduction is inversely proportional to the
surface area of the body.
A. 1 only
B. 1 and 2
C. 2 only
D. 2 and 3

Answer : B,

Solution :

A few important points in this regard are

• Thermal conductivity depends on the chemical composition of the substance.

• Thermal conductivity of the liquids is more than the gasses and the metals have the highest.

• Thermal conductivity of the gases and liquids increases with the increase in temperature.

• Thermal conductivity of the metal decreases with the increase in temperature.

• In liquids and gases, convection is usually the most efficient way of heat transfer.

• The rate of heat flow in a rod of material is proportional to the cross-sectional area of the rod
and to the temperature difference between the ends and inversely proportional to the length.

Q.92 Consider the following statements:
1. Sound waves are longitudinal waves.
2. The speed of sound, while dependent on the medium, is independent of its state.
3. A sound wave with high wavelength is called low pitch and vice versa.
4. The hearing range of Human beings is between 20 Hz and 20 kHz.
Identify the FALSE statements
A. 1 and 3
B. 2 only
C. 3 only
D. 4 only

Answer : B,

Solution :
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A few important points in this regard are

• Sound is transmitted through gases, plasma, and liquids as longitudinal waves, also called
compression waves. It requires a medium to propagate. The speed of sound depends upon the
type of medium and its state. It is generally affected by two things: elasticity and inertia.

• The frequency of a sound wave is called it pitch. High frequency sounds are said to be "high
pitched" or just "high"; low frequency sounds are said to be "low pitched" or just "low".

• Humans are generally capable of hearing sounds between 20 Hz and 20 kHz. Sounds with
frequencies above the range of human hearing are called ultrasound. Sounds with frequencies
below the range of human hearing are called infrasound.

Q.93 The Bacillus Calmette–Guérin (BCG) vaccine is used against :
A. Tuberculosis
B. Malaria
C. Cholera
D. Japanese Encephalitis

Answer : A,

Solution :

Cholera : Currently there are three WHO pre-qualified oral cholera vaccines (OCV): Dukoral,
Shanchol, and Euvichol. (They are trade names)

Malaria : The complexity of the malaria parasite makes development of a malaria vaccine a very
difficult task. Recent progress has been made with the completion of a Phase 3 trial of the
RTS,S/AS01 candidate vaccine and review by the European Medicines Agency and WHO.
(developed by PATH Malaria Vaccine Initiative (MVI) and GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) with support
from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation).

Japanese Encephalitis : There are four main types of JE vaccines currently in use: inactivated
mouse brain-based vaccines, inactivated cell-based vaccines, live attenuated vaccines, and live
recombinant vaccines.

Q.94 With reference to Smooth-coated Otter consider the below given statements.
1. They are endemic to Western Ghats
2. They are endemic Eastern Ghats
Choose the correct option
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : D,
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Solution :

Endemic species are plants and animals that exist only in one geographic region. Smooth-
coated otter is distributed throughout the country from the Himalayas and to the south in India.

Q.95 With reference to semi-amphibious mammals, Otter, consider the below given statements.
1. Otters can be trained to drag fish towards net
2. Small-clawed otter is protected under Schedule 1 of Wildlife Protection Act, 1972
Choose the correct option
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : C,

Solution :

Humans have had a long, and unique association with otters. In Pakistan and Bangladesh, otters
have been trained to drive fish towards nets. Otters, being intelligent, playful and with an
appealing appearance, form popular exhibits in zoological parks. According to the International
Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List of Threatened Species, Smooth-coated species
is vulnerable. The highest protection under Schedule 1 (small-clawed otter) and Schedule 2
(smooth-coated otter) of the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 is provided for the otters.

Q.96 With reference to Ring Tailed Lemurs, consider the below given statements
1. They are endemic to Madagascar and some tiny neighboring islands.
2. Ring Tailed Lemurs use their unique odor as a communication tool
3. Under IUCN red list they are “vulnerable”
Choose the correct option
A. 1 and 2
B. 2 and 3
C. 1 and 3
D. Only 3

Answer : A,

Solution :

Lemurs are primates found only on the African island of Madagascar and some tiny neighboring
islands. Ring-tailed lemurs have powerful scent glands and use their unique odor as a
communication tool and even as a kind of weapon. It is under the endangered category in the
IUCN red list. It is listed on Appendix I of CITES. Ring tailed lemurs is hunted for food and
frequently kept as a pet.
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Q.97 With reference to the proposed “e-Way bill”, consider the below given statements
1. Generation of e-way bill will be mandatory for goods worth D50, 000 or above.
2. Generation of e-way bill will be mandatory for goods to be transported above 50 km in
distance.
Choose the correct statement
A. Only 1
B. Only 2
C. Both 1 and 2
D. Neither 1 nor 2

Answer : A,

Solution :

The e-way bill can be electronically generated (on the government portal) either by the supplier
or recipient of the consignment, before the movement of goods. The transporter needs to carry
an electronically generated way bill, with every consignment having value exceeding D50, 000.
For businesses with operations across the country, this proposal will pose a fresh compliance
headache as some States may require e-way Bills for internal movement of goods while others
will not. Industry already has several reservations about the e-way bill regime, including the
norm that such bills are generated for all goods travelling 10 km from the point of origin.

Q.98 With reference to National Agricultural Cooperative Marketing Federation of India (NAFED),
consider the
1. NAFED is registered under the Multi State Co-operative Societies Act and was established in
1958
2. Government has doubled its credit limit for procurement of pulses and oilseeds.
3. One of its objective is to distribute agricultural machinery
Choose the correct option
A. 1 and 2 only
B. 2 and 3 only
C. 1 and 3 only
D. All of the above

Answer : D,

Solution :

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs has doubled the credit limit of agri cooperative
NAFED to undertake procurement of pulses and oilseeds. NAFED undertakes procurement
operation of pulses and oilseeds under the Price Support Scheme (PSS) of the government to
help farmers when market rates. NAFED is registered under the Multi State Co-operative
Societies Act and was established in 1958. NAFED was set up with the object to promote co-
operative marketing of agricultural produce to benefit farmers.
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Q.99 Consider the following statements:
1.Saturated fats do not have double bonds in their chemical structure.
2.Canola oil, olive oil, safflower oil, sunflower oil, and corn oil are all unsaturated fats.
3.Hydrogenation is used to convert Saturated Fats into Unsaturated Fats.
Identify the TRUE statement(s)
A. 1 only
B. 1 and 2
C. 1 and 3
D. 2 and 3

Answer : B,

Solution :

Hydrogenation reduces double and triple bonds in hydrocarbons. Thus converting the
Unsaturated fats into Saturated fats.

Q.100. Which of the following is NOT a Law put forward by Gregor Mendel?
A. The Law of Dominance
B. The Law of Independent Assortment
C. The Law of Segregation
D. The Law of inheritance of acquired characteristic

Answer : D,

Solution :

Mendel's Laws of Heredity are usually stated as:

1) The Law of Segregation

2) The Law of Independent Assortment

3) The Law of Dominance

 


